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If you would like more information about this topic or to schedule an interview with Thomas Trissl or Brandon Hagen, please call Karen 
Bellinger at 256-702-0040 or email her at kbellinger@hpsubfloors.com. We welcome the opportunity to talk with you. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
JUDGE’S PANEL SEATED FOR THE SCHÖNOX WORST SUBFLOOR IN NORTH 
AMERICA CONTEST 
 
Three Independent Industry Experts to Judge Contest Entries 
 
Florence, AL – May 27, 2014 
 
Earlier this month HPS Schönox kicked off a Contest asking the question, Is your 
company working on a project that has what might be the worst subfloor in North 
America?  Today, the company announced who will judge the responses to that 
question.  Schönox put together the Worst Subfloor in North America Contest to shine 
a light on tough subfloor conditions, detail the best ways to renovate them, and 
provide some recognition and publicity for the companies who handle these 
challenging projects.  John McGrath (Director, INSTALL,) Lew Migliore (President, LGM 
and Associates Technical Flooring Services,) and Jim Walker (CEO, International 
Certified Floorcovering Installers Association / CFI) will judge the Contest after the 
entry end date of December 15th. 
 
“I was delighted to sign on to judge the Worst Subfloor in North America Contest,” 
commented John McGrath, INSTALL Director.  “Any event designed to showcase the 
expertise of professional flooring companies and the challenges they face in the field is 
of special significance for me.”  The Contest entries will be independently judged with 
first, second, and third place winners being awarded Schönox products based on the 
severity of the original subfloor’s condition, the skill and attention to detail taken in 
executing the project, and the quality of the finished subfloor. 
 
“Installation companies and contractors face a wide range of subfloor challenges on a 
daily basis in the field,” explained Lew Migliore, LGM and Associates President.  “I’ve 
seen so many of those subfloor issues and see new ones each day; the Schönox Contest 
will likely show us even more.”  Those entering the contest are asked to photograph the 
subfloor conditions before and after the subfloor renovation project and submit the 
photos, along with some project information, at hpsubfloors.com/worstsubfloor where 
all of the Contest details can be found.  Winners will be announced at Surfaces in 2015. 
 
 
 
About HPS Schönox 
HPS North America, Inc., a division of TMT America, has partnered with Schönox® to 
bring a complete assortment of products to North America including primers, subfloor 
repair products, floor leveling compounds, adhesives, and waterproofing materials for 
installing all types of floor coverings. The trademark Schönox®, with its unique problem 
solvers and product systems, was created for professional use. 
 


